The evolution
of television
EVTV
Case Story

One of the most changing industries at this
moment in television. With so many challenges
for the media’s space and the invention of
countless new ways of communicating at
mass, television has had to change its direction
and identity. However, in EVTV, we see the
industry’s opportunity and the importance of
identity in a brand over the company’s function.
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What we managed to accomplish

have worked closely with the

Our work together wasn’t about
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From our joint work, we have seen
how important it is to understand
your own company’s identity and
audience and move away from
what you do but what you give.
What your viewers or customers
feel when they consume your
product and what they yearn for
after. The identity of EVTV will
provide it with a home in
Venezuelan’s TV sets for the future
to come, but more importantly, it
will be remembered in those
viewers that EVTV means home.
We continue to work closely with
EVTV with any of their needs to
communicate and market, as they
have become as much family to us
as they are home.

If you have a company that’s looking to
go to the next level, contact us, and
write the new chapter of your story.
+1 (914) 826 1103
r@rdlb.nyc
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